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Abstract 
The impact-hammer test is a widely known non-destructive vibration testing method to extract 
the modal parameters of a dynamic system. Due to the fast development of computing, time-
domain analysis for data interpretation is now receiving increased attention. To provide 
normalised and denoised data, appropriate signal processing is indispensable. This paper 
presents a practical study on data normalisation and denoising. Specifically, discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) denoising filter and weighted moving average (WMA) filter are applied in 
sequence for denoising. The signal processing results on the impact hammer test of a steel 
frame are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

There are three readily available modal testing methodologies in civil structural health 
monitoring (SHM) field, i.e., impact hammer testing, shaker testing, and ambient vibration 
testing. The first two of these methods involve active, controlled sensing, and thus are deemed 
more practical for immediate modal parameter extraction and experimental modal model 
construction. Among the two active sensing options, the impact hammer test has gained a larger 
footprint in civil engineering, primarily due to its capability to cover wide bandwidth in a short 
time vibration test. In comparison, shakers usually need a sweep test to cover a comparable 
bandwidth; consequently they require more time.  

While current literature provides innumerable amounts of modal testing studies using 
impact hammer testing, it is also noted that vibration measurements via impact hammer is not 
only used for modal parameter extraction. A trending alternative is observed in time-domain 
analysis, based on statistical models which provides an approach for accurate damage-sensitive 
features for civil structures. The emergence and development of time-domain based damage 
identification methods, such as studies [1-5], are mainly attributable to the exponential increase 
in computational power and technological advancements in digital signal processing modules. 

Although such methods produce promising results for damage detection and identification, 
a key difficulty of noise exists. While the application of traditional filter-based denoising 
methods may serve effectively to increase Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) levels of the 
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measurement signal, a substantial risk is undertaken by assuming correct frequency band 
filtering, while retaining the information bandwidth. In contrast, discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT) denoising filter inherently mitigates for this issue. In brief, the DWT filter works by 
decomposing the measured waveform using wavelet transformation, resulting in wavelet 
coefficients, which as a set can be correlated based on higher frequency sub-bands. These sub-
bands constitute the underlying details of each wavelet coefficient set. Based on a configured 
threshold sub-bands that are deemed negligible are extracted from the sets, with minimal effect 
on the original signal waveform, regardless of frequency range [6, 7]. 

Yu, et al. [8], presented a study that focuses on signal processing techniques for damage 
detection in large areas of thin-plate specimens, generally in the form of defects. DWT 
denoising filter was used, and damage-sensitive features became very clear. Yi, et al. [9], 
presented an extensive study in the improvement of SNR levels of measured data from 
structural vibration testing. Authors compared the effectiveness of DWT filter denoising to 
standard filters such as Kalman filter, median filter, and adaptive filtering based on neural 
networks. The DWT method is postulated to be relatively advantageous, under structural 
vibration testing, for simplicity in implementation, reduced complexity in filtering algorithm, 
and ability to present spectral representation and temporal orders (via wavelet decomposition) 
of the original signal.  

However, the DWT filter generally misses the lower-band frequency of noise. To solve this 
issue, the weighted moving average (WMA) methods have been proposed [10, 11]. The 
Henderson weighting scheme and broader moving average filter are widely used in various 
signal processing applications, as filters and smoothers of signals with no loss in original signal 
trend [12-14]. In this paper, WMA Henderson-13 term is used as the second filter, with the 
following relevant merits in regards to sinusoidal transient signal data: (1) gradual and effective 
downweighting of average aberration of data points; (2) appropriateness of local cubic fitting 
by defined weighting set to cyclical (sinusoidal) transient signals; and (3) observable efficacy 
of 13-term span in matching the irregular components to the trend-cycle component.  

This study focuses on the application of DWT denoising method in conjunction with the 
applied WMA Henderson 13-term filter, in sequential order to time domain acceleration 
response measurements, acquired from impact hammer testing. An experimental study on a 
steel frame will be shown as an illustrating example.  

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Overview 

In order to prepare the data for time domain analysis, a procedure comprised of two main 
steps is proposed, including normalization and DWT denoising. The detailed steps are shown 
in Fig 1. All steps were executed on LabVIEW® (system-design software platform). 

2.2 Normalisation  

Prior to signal averaging, all acceleration response signals are normalised in terms of 
acceleration amplitude. As each hammer strike inevitably delivers different input forces, the 
response acceleration amplitude by the dynamic system will also vary, and thus by normalising, 
or unitising the amplitude function this variance is removed from response signals.  

Upon normalising amplitude, the next step is response signal averaging in time-domain. The 
essential premise to time-domain signal averaging is that the measurement signal of the system 
will accumulate over summation of many measurements, whereas the noise will diminish in 
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effect as it is inherently stochastic and thus never occur identically over multiple 
measurements.  

Two practical conditions must be ensured for successful time-domain averaging: (1) Time-
locking, which is a form of anchoring an identical event in time for all signals for synchronising 
signals. Misaligned signals will lead to a serious error of averaging misaligned waveforms. 
This is avoided by setting the start of all acceleration response time-blocks, to exactly the 
moment a rising slope of 50 N of input force is delivered to the test structure by the impact 
hammer; (2) The average of signal noise must be practically equal to zero 岫�̅̈津墜沈鎚�岫建岻 ≈ ど岻. 

 

 
Figure 1: Signal processing Overview 

Usually, the duration of recorded vibration data (5 seconds in this study) is more than 
enough to capture the actual acceleration response signal. Therefore, instead of utilising an 
exponential window that would affect the damping characteristic of the system, a cut-off limit 
is set. Based on previous steps, a sliding root-mean-square (RMS) ゆ鎚岫建岻, is determined for each 
averaged response transient signal and used as an end-trigger indicator, such that below a 
certain sliding RMS level the acceleration response signal is deemed as completely decayed 
and only noise is existent in the measurement.  

The sliding RMS is defined as follows: 
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ゆ鎚岫建岻 = √ な�態 − �怠 ∫ [�̈岫建岻]態 �建�鉄
�迭 , (1) 

where �̈岫建岻 is the measured acceleration; �態 − �怠 is the sample time width in seconds; set to a 
value of 0.005 seconds for all experimental procedures conducted in this study. Thus, as a 
function of time, successive values are computed, where �態 = 岫�怠 − ど.どど5岻 < 5.  

The cut-off amplitude of sliding RMS is set to 1% of the peak amplitude of the transient 
signal. Given that all transient signals are normalised from previous step, this results in the 
following condition for end-truncation: ゆ鎚岫建陳��岻 ≤ ど.どな, (2) 

where, 建陳�� is the first data point in time where above condition is met and thus the point at 
which the transient signals must be truncated. The following zoomed plot in Fig 2, illustrates 
an example acceleration response signal superimposed with its corresponding sliding RMS 
function ゆ鎚岫建岻.  

 
Figure 2: Example plot of normalised averaged response acceleration (red) with sliding RMS line (black) 

It is noted that 建陳�� parameter is determined for each updated damage scenario condition, 
and the maximum among these parameter is taken, rounded up to the nearest tenth of a second 
and set as the universal end-truncation time. 

2.3 Signal Denoising  

Once the normalisation process is complete, the strike-averaged acceleration response 
signals now represent the area of interest, i.e., the transient decaying vibration response by the 
dynamic system subjected to an impulse excitation. However, noise is still present in this signal 
and needs to be minimised prior to any time-domain analysis procedures. 

One advanced signal processing technique is the use of wavelets, which have been used 
widely for denoising a signal of interest since the early 1990s [11]. Wavelet based 
transformations are observed to be particularly powerful for denoising vibration signals, as it 
inherently mitigates the stochastic nature of noise by analysing the signal at separate wavelet 
scales, i.e., wavelet decomposition, and thus is able to adapt to the nonlinearities perceived by 

ゆ鎚岫建岻 < ど.どな 
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noise. This particular operation is referred to as wavelet thresholding methods, in which 
threshold parameters are defined to remove the noise elements of a segmented signal. A 
comprehensive and compelling description with a set of results of this process was first 
presented in study by Donoho [15].  

In the context of this study, the response acceleration waveform �̈津岫� = な,に, … , �岻, is 
modelled, using a linear combination of basis functions �珍,賃 ,  よ珍,賃  for the DWT process, 
following the general equation [9, 15]:  �̈岫建岻 = ∑ 嫌珍,賃  �珍,賃岫建岻� + ∑ �珍,賃  Ω珍,賃岫建岻� + ∑ �珍−怠,賃  よ珍−怠,賃岫建岻� + ⋯ + ∑ �鎮,賃  �鎮,賃岫建岻� , (3) 

where, 嫌珍,賃, �珍,賃, … �鎮,賃 are the wavelet coefficients from decomposition process, and 倹, 倦 ∈ℤ+ , dependent mainly on � , and number of coefficients in corresponding component, 
respectively. 

Results obtained from application of wavelet denoising methods strongly suggested its 
effectiveness, particularly successful in removing high-frequency noise [7, 16], while 
persevering the original signal of interest. The general process for wavelet-based denoising can 
be summarised as follows [16, 17]: 

1. Apply a suitable wavelet transform to the noisy signal and generate a set of wavelet 
coefficients to a level at which it is possible to distinguish the sparsely occurring energy 
peaks, i.e., actual signal from transient system. 

2. Define a suitable threshold limit and method to remove noise that falls under this 
threshold limit. 

3. Reconstruct the original signal by performing an inverse wavelet transformation, which 
results in the denoised signal. 

For this study, i.e., signal processing of acceleration responses, the discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) is specifically utilised, which follows the three essential steps above. The 
distinguishing feature of DWT versus continuous wavelet transform, is that DWT is a recursive 
method, wherein the original signal is decomposed recursively as a summation of ‘details’ �, 
and ‘approximations’ � , of the original signal, which is referred to as the process of 
multiresolution analysis (MRA) [18, 19]. Based on the DWT decomposition hierarchy, the 
original signal is deconstructed for three levels as follows: �̈岫建岻 = �怠 + �怠 = �態 + �態 + �怠 = �戴 + �戴 + �態 + �怠, (4) 

where: �津; �津 are the approximations and details at �痛ℎ level, respectively. 
The hierarchical splitting process above in essence divides the signal into high-frequency 

components as details �津, while the low-frequency components are approximations �津. To 
filter out the high-frequency noise-related components, and advance to the next level in MRA, 
a high-pass filter � and low-pass filter ℋ is applied. The coupled application of these filters is 
crucial, as it then satisfies the orthogonality condition and are referred to as quadrature mirror 
filters, in literature [7, 19]. Thus, the relationship can be stated as follows: ℋ�∗ = �ℋ∗ = ど, (5) ℋ∗ℋ + �∗� = �, (6) 

where, � is the identity operator, and �∗; ℋ∗ are the inverse high-pass and low-pass filters, 
respectively, which in this case are the reconstruction filters.  

It is noted that the coefficient determining process whereby filters {ℋ; �} are applied, are 
dependent on the particular wavelet used. The following figure illustrates the application of a 
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DWT and coefficient determination based on thresholding, and then reconstructing the signal 
via IDWT, finally resulting in the denoised signal �̈椎岫建岻. 

 
Figure 3: Single-level DWT process 

Above figure depicts a one-level wavelet decomposition process, wherein the process is 
performed with the use of two parallel channels: high-band and low-band filtering. For the 
low-pass filter ℋ , approximation coefficients are computed and filtered, extracting high 
frequency components. The resolution of the signal is halved, however scale remains 
unchanged. The signal is then downsampled by a factor of two (denoted ↓ に). Similarly, for the 
high-pass filter �, wavelet coefficients are computed. In this channel the wavelet coefficients 
are passed onto the thresholding step which allows for denoising with a set threshold limit. 
Once the redundant coefficients are removed from the signal, the IDWT process is completed 
to reconstruct the denoised signal. This results in the wavelet coefficients passed onto the 
thresholding step which allows for denoising with a set limit. Once the redundant coefficients 
are removed from the signal, the inverse DWT process performed to reconstruct the denoised 
signal [11, 18, 19]. 

The specific settings in the DWT application makes a significant difference to the resultant 
denoised signal. In general, there are plenty of choices for wavelets. In this study, DB14 is 
selected after comparison of results using different wavelets. Accordingly the following DWT 
denoising configuration was applied: 

 Transformation: DWT: MTA - 4 level decomposition 
 Wavelet: Daubechies 14 (DB14) 
 Thresholding: Soft, single-level threshold, applying universal rule, and retention of  

unchanged approximations 
After the application of DWT denoising, the noise level at the lower band frequencies 

remains high. To further denoise the data, WMA signal processing step is applied. Generally, 
the definition of applied WMA, at 倦-points, can be stated as [14]: 

�̈椎岫建岻 = ∑ �珍�̈岫建 + 倹岻,     建 = 倦 + な, 倦 + に, … , � − 倦賃
珍=−賃  

 
(7) 

where, �̈椎岫建岻 is the processed waveform, 倦 is the width or period of weighting scheme, and �珍 
is the applied weight.  
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The correct and appropriate definition of the applied weights �珍 must be ensured in order for 
this filter to work properly without signal distortion [20]. The two fundamental conditions for 
correct application in this case are: (1) sum of applied weights must be equal to one; and (2) 
applied set of weights must be symmetric, where �珍 = �−珍 [14]. Satisfying these conditions, the 
WMA results in smoothed function of the original waveform, generally outperforming 
standard moving average filters, as sudden changes from average are attenuated due to the 
weighted scheme application. Accordingly, the Henderson 13-term, with weighting function 
scheme shown in Table 1, is adopted for this signal processing step: 

 

Henderson 13-Term (H13 MA)  �待  �怠  �態  �戴  �替  �泰  �滞 
0.240 0.214 0.147 0.066 0.000 -0.028 -0.019 

Table 1: Henderson 13-Term. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

3.1 Experimental Framework 

An impact hammer test involves the measurement of two waveforms (Figure 1): input force 
by impact excitation, and resultant response acceleration by the dynamic system. The focus is 
drawn here to the response acceleration measured waveform �̈岫建岻, which requires robust signal 
processing to mitigate for noise, without substantial loss in underlying signal data. This study 
is to apply the above defined denoising methodology to experimental measurements of an 
impact hammer test, presented in study Ay, et al. [21]. The test was conducted on a scale-model 
steel frame structure, subjected to simulated bolt-connection damages at various connectors, 
with an incrementally increasing number. The time-series damage identification methodology 
(ARMAX-based) was shown to effectively distinguish time-domain characteristics of response 
acceleration measurements and thus identify each damage scenario tested. The accuracy of 
each damage identification was quantified by a coefficient of determination parameter, based 
on the correlation of constructed ARMAX model vs. measured acceleration response 
waveform. More detailed results of experiments and ARMAX-based method can be found in 
references [3] and [21]. 

3.2 Results 

The data denoising methods were first compared using different filters, i.e., DWT only, 
WMA only, WMA following by DWT, and DWT following by WMA. As can be seen from 
Table 2, the SNR value achieves highest value when using DWT following by WMA. This 
confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method. Although the SNR improvement factor is 
not significantly higher compared to the other cases, the data quality is largely improved after 
denoising, which will be demonstrated in the following figures. 

   
Filter Applied Average Noise Level SNR SNR Improvement Factor 

None 0.675198 12.4423 - 

DWT 0.632514 13.0095 1.0455 

WMA 0.644924 12.8407 1.0320 

WMA→DWT 0.644584 12.8453 1.0323 
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DWT→WMA 0.63069 13.0346 1.0476 

Table 2: SNR results comparison 

 
Figure 4: Zoomed plot of an example transient acceleration response waveform before (a), and after (b), 

application of DWT Denoising 

 
Figure 5: Zoomed plot of example transient acceleration response waveform demonstrating the effect of WMA 

filter: Henderson 13-Term application 

Fig 4 presents a measured acceleration response before and after application of above DWT 
denoising signal processing. The effect on particularly the local maxima-minima points is 
emphasized, as this greatly impacts the quality of the Peak-Picking algorithm performed, which 
is essential for the damage identification methods in [22]. 

Fig 5 presents the example plot from Fig 4, before and after the application of WMA, at 
highlighted intervals of waveform, ど.な5 ≤ 建 ≤ ど.に 嫌 . It can be seen that the signal after 
denoising become much smoother than that before denoising. This will enable appropriate 
analysis of the time-domain data using a recently proposed method by authors [22]. 
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Fig 6 shows the comparison results in frequency domain before and after denoising. It can 
be seen that the curves are very close to each other, which means that the information in 
frequency domain has not lost due to the denoising procedures. Therefore, the time-domain 
data after denoising can be used for structural damage/condition identification. 

 
Figure 6 Comparison of the results in frequency domain before and after signal processing 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a practical signal processing procedure is presented, including normalisation 
and denoising. The experimental results on a scale steel frame are used to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the methodology. The SNR improvement factors are presented after 
performing different denoising filters. It is found that after introducing DWT and WMA filters, 
the noise level of the time-domain data has decreased and the signals have become smoother, 
while little information in frequency domain is lost. The presented procedure provides a good 
basis for the interpretation of monitoring data in time domain. 
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